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Letter to shareholders
Dear Shareholders, Colleagues, Customers, Business
Partners and Friends
In 2018, we celebrated 85 years of HOLINGER! To express our
thanks for your commitment and your trust in our company,
we staged various events for employees, relatives, customers
and friends throughout the year. Hopefully you were able to
attend at least one of them and enjoy a few happy hours
with us.
In 1933, Eduard Holinger founded his civil engineering
office with two rooms and a drafting table in his home –
17 Spitzackerstrasse in Liestal. By 1945, the first branch was
opened in Aarau with further offices following in Zurich in
1950 and Bern in 1956. The economic boom presented the
young company with opportunities that could only be realized
by being tremendously flexible, courageous and optimistic.
Within just 25 years, HOLINGER grew to a sizable 62 employees and increasingly focused on the design and construction of
municipal infrastructures, sewers, water supplies and wastewater treatment plants. And we have been one of the pioneers in
water protection ever since.
Back then Holinger said, “For us, no orders are too small,
and only a few are too large. We advise the client competently – from the first idea through the planning stages, to the
realization and commissioning of a construction.” And this is
still true today.
In the light of the humble beginnings of Eduard Holinger, what
you see today is all the more impressive: Across 30 office locations you find state-of-the-art large-screen workstations, sharing massive quantities of data routed via countless network
servers. High-performance workstations run simulations and
Geo Information Systems (GIS), or Building Information Modelling (BIM) solutions that allow detailed work in virtual spaces
and allow us to explore the complex world of Digital 4.0.

“85 years of innovation
based on experience.”
The planning and construction of municipal infrastructures,
sewers, water supplies and sewage treatment plants are still
among the core competences of HOLINGER. We are passionate
about creating environments and habitats, and developing
innovative and intelligent solutions for present and future generations. And we love to put them into practice.
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Our environmental services are impressive.
Today, HOLINGER is one of the leading independent engineering companies in Europe with around 450 employees in the
water and environmental sectors. We offer comprehensive
services from a single source including: consulting, project
development and planning, implementation and execution,
long-term facility management and follow-up care for our
customers.
With our expertise, we cover the entire water cycle, all areas
of urban water management in addition to urban and municipal civil engineering. Our competencies range from groundwater to drinking water production and water supply, urban
drainage, wastewater treatment, hydraulic engineering, water
management and protection against natural hazards as well as
the responsible use of energy and resources.
It is our pleasure to present our 2018 Annual Report. As usual,
we present much more than just our current business figures.
The report also contains a selection of fascinating insights into
our wide range of activities and the outstanding events of the
past year. We also present the outlook for the future. Thus, the
content of the report is as diverse as our range of services and
our expertise.

“Our future topics are
water and the environment.”
We offer real value for our customers
HOLINGER is a committed and reliable partner. Working with
us is straightforward and founded on trust. Whatever the
challenge, we find the right solution that delivers real added-value. We understand all your needs, provide you with the
right expertise for each task and, thanks to our interdisciplinary
cooperation, we ensure well-founded, smart and visionary
projects that are sustainable and economically viable.
Always one step ahead
HOLINGER aspires to always be one step ahead in our thinking
and contribution to change. Therefore, we invest a significant
part of our annual cash flow in research and development of
innovative solutions to make our latest technologies, methods
and processes accessible to our customers.
We are one of the most advanced and innovative engineering
companies in Europe. Our management and employees are
equally open to new developments and keen to constantly

ELIMINATION OF MICROPOLLUTANTS
Zurich – In 2018, Waste Management
and Recycling Zurich (erz) commissioned
a treatment stage for the elimination of
micropollutants. With a capacity of 670 000
population equivalents, the Werdhölzli plant
is the largest in Switzerland and treats up
to 6 500 liters of water per second. From
August 2014 to December 2018, HOLINGER
realized four reactors with ozone production,
residual ozone breakdown, and a central
heating, ventilation and air conditioning
unit. A new building was also constructed to
house a system for heat recovery from treated
wastewater for the Electricity Board of the
City of Zurich (ewz).
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develop their knowledge. HOLINGER is united by a pioneering
spirit and the fact that we all love to make things happen.
We are convinced that if we want to make a difference and
change things, we have to think even bigger and allow even
crazier ideas in future. We are an engineering office unlike any
other.
Near you
Our business model is based on a strong regional presence and
proximity to our customers and projects. With 20 locations in
Switzerland and 7 in Germany and Luxembourg every project
benefits from local insights which are backed by the knowhow of the whole HOLINGER organization. At the beginning
of 2019, we moved to new office locations in Berlin and Hamburg, where we currently have 16 employees. Both locations
will add staff in the near future.

“Regional presence.
On-site expertise.”
Increased sales and profits
Once again in 2018, HOLINGER worked successfully to deliver
on our promises and fully achieved our forecast for the year.
This proves that all regions, departments and subsidiaries in
the group are working and interacting efficiently together.
HOLINGER has asserted itself convincingly both in growth
markets and in a difficult environment and achieved another
strong annual result. In fiscal year 2019, we will give our businesses even greater entrepreneurial freedom and create the
conditions for the implementation of our Vision 2025+.
HOLINGER generated sales of CHF 52,7 million in the 2018
financial year. Compared to the previous year, this corresponds
to an increase in sales of around CHF 2,5 million. We significantly increased our own services – they rose by CHF 3,9
million to a total of CHF 48,4 million. Consolidated profit for
the year increased by CHF 120 000 (+7,5%) to a strong CHF
1,7 million. The return on equity reached a pleasing 15,6%.
The order book increased to CHF 53,1 million.
The order situation continues to look good. The work reserve
increased from 11,3 to 14,2 months compared to the previous
year, thanks to various long-term major contracts in Switzerland and abroad. Incoming orders in 2018 totaled CHF 56,7
million. The work reserve rose by CHF 13,7 million (+35%).
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51 new jobs
As of 31.12.2018, the HOLINGER Group had 448 employees
and over 20 apprentices. Taking into account the integration of
CERT Ingénierie SA we created 51 new jobs within HOLINGER.

“HOLINGER is successful.
We increased sales and staffing
levels significantly.”
Our employees come from 20 countries and have qualifications
in 16 occupational categories. The proportion of women
increased to 31,5% in 2018. Around 35% of our employees
work part-time.
Responsible employer, committed employees
The people and family atmosphere at HOLINGER are the
basis for the success of our brand and company – our capital
for the future. Everyone is conscientious and contributes to
our success with their actions, performance, knowledge and
experience. We know that we must encourage self-reliance
and responsibility; we must create a working environment that
promotes the strengths of our employees and enables them to
keep developing. This is a permanent task in any company, but
we recognize it as one of our most important strengths and
priorities.
The impressive development and growth of the past 85 years
has only been possible because HOLINGER has always succeeded in attracting above-average employees and young
talents. Our success is the result of people who apply their
knowledge and experience in accordance with HOLINGER
values and our corporate philosophy to master their daily
challenges with joy and passion. They value the trust placed
in them and appreciate the incentives they are given. We cultivate open and trusting relationships marked by respect and
understanding for one other. And of course we give equal pay
for equal work, regardless of gender or origin.
Employee participation and development of the
HOLINGER share in 2018
The entire share capital of HOLINGER is exclusively in the hands
of our active employees. The number of shareholders increased
in 2018 to 112 employees. Every employee, regardless of their
position in the company, has the opportunity to participate
in the company and share in the success. This helps to make
HOLINGER both an attractive employer and an interesting
investment.

At the Annual General Meeting on June 5, 2019 an ordinary
dividend of CHF 0,45 per registered share with a par value of
CHF 0,20 and CHF 4,50 per registered share with a par value
of CHF 2,00 will be proposed. This corresponds to a total profit
distribution of CHF 855 000 or 51,1% of the annual profit. The
value of the shares increased by CHF 4,81 per share to CHF
48,05.
Current know-how
Continuous training and further education as well as the
regular exchange between the locations and Group companies
is a top priority at HOLINGER. In the HOLINGER Academy, we
develop and transfer know-how in project management and
in our various fields of expertise, promoting the exchange of
experience across all locations and specialist fields. In order to
meet the demanding requirements in the long term, we also
engage in Swiss specialist and vocational training and train
more than 20 apprentices.

“Dedicated professionals
with knowledge and
experience.”

in Zurich. This office merger will release considerable synergies in the future, which should have a financial impact and
growth-accelerating effect.
Significant investments of approximately CHF 0,80 million were
made in 2018, particularly in IT, for job virtualization and new
Building Information Modeling (BIM) workplaces. This work
was tackled at our sites in Germany and Luxembourg and
completed in Switzerland in 2019.
Market success of subsidiaries
HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH was able to acquire various
prominent orders, mainly in the sewage treatment plant sector
in Germany. While the company is developing successfully and
there was a significant increase in sales, due to the high development costs, financial expectations are still limited.
The management at our headquarters in Merklingen was
placed in new hands in autumn 2018. We are pleased that in
addition to personnel support, acquisition and customer support has been significantly strengthened.

In 2018 we invested around CHF 2,7 million in training
(+25,6% compared to the previous year). In our opinion, it is
an important investment in our future, which will bear fruit in
the long run.

In Chemnitz, we celebrated the opening of our new office
space with the first wastewater conference featuring speakers
from Switzerland and Germany. Swiss experience in catchment management or in the elimination of trace substances
is apparently of great interest and leads to lively discussions
everywhere. We were delighted by the great response from
customers and invited guests, which encouraged us to follow
up with a second symposium.

HOLINGER is developing in growth markets despite
the challenging environment
In the past financial year, we achieved a great deal and tackled
many things that will shape our company over the coming
years. Thus, we were able to sharpen our Vision 2025+ and
fine tune our strategic direction. This guarantees the long-term
continuity and stability of the company.

At the end of 2018, HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH acquired
100% of the shares in HOL-ING Planungs- und Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH. The intention is to merge the company with
HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH per 1.1.2019. HOL-ING is based
in Berlin and located in Hamburg and employs a total of 16
employees. It is mainly active in project management as well as
in the fields of environmental protection and pollutants.

Through targeted takeovers and acquisitions, we were able
to expand our value chain and regional market coverage and
make significant progress in strengthening our core business
and service offerings. With the integration of the CERT Ingénierie SA offices in Sion and Martigny and the establishment
of a new office in Mendrisio, we have increased our market
presence in Valais and Ticino.

At all locations in Germany and Luxembourg, targeted reinforcements are planned in the various disciplines. At the same
time we will further strengthen the exchange of knowledge
with the technology groups in Switzerland and promote exchanging personnel resources within the group.

Forces were pooled by merging our Zurich branch and the
subsidiaries IBG AG and TK Consult AG at a new joint location

In the second half of 2018, IBG AG was able to gain considerable momentum and significantly increase both capacity
utilization and earnings. We have been awarded the contract
for several large-scale projects in Saudi Arabia, which required
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immediate work on a schedule that was only possible thanks
to interdisciplinary cooperation within the group. The project
pipeline of IBG is filled in the short-term, but also well-stocked
in the medium and long term. For 2019, we again expect a
strong result with significant growth in sales and personnel.
Despite the uncertainties in the relations between Switzerland and the members of the European Union, economic
sanctions and exchange rate risks, 2018 was a successful year
for HOLINGER International Consultants (HIC). Ueli Steiner
handed over the leadership mid-last year. We thank him for
his outstanding achievements in building our international
market oriented subsidiary. HIC is now headquartered in Zurich
and is to be merged with IBG AG in the medium term. We
still believe that our visibility and competencies in water and
the environment are key success factors, so we will continue
to expand our international business in 2019 and enter new
markets, especially France.
Our office in Luxembourg was once again one of the most
successful locations in 2018 with a pleasing increase in revenues, personnel and profit. So far, the office in Luxembourg
specialized in wastewater treatment and hydraulic engineering.
In 2018, however, they successfully entered the environmental
sector and intend to further develop this market.
Germany and Luxembourg are among HOLINGER’s most important markets outside Switzerland. In the short and medium
term, significant growth in sales and personnel in both markets
will not only occur in wastewater treatment and urban drainage, but in the overall range of HOLINGER water and environmental services.
As a result of the expansion of our specialist areas, we expect
the number of employees to rise to more than 60 and sales to
more than CHF 6,5 million.
Total sales generated by the HOLINGER Group outside of Switzerland increased in 2018 to more than 20%. We are sticking
to the strategic goal of increasing the foreign share to 30% in
the coming years.
Our subsidiaries in Switzerland have successfully
invested in their future
Our environmental analysis laboratory, Envilab AG, was successful in attracting new customers and qualified employees
to the market. They are successfully driving development and
confirming our business model of analytics, consulting and
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services. We have invested heavily in a new generation of
analyzers and, despite the huge competition from large foreign
laboratories, we are positioned for a successful future.
New products and measurement methods are constantly being
developed. In the next few years, we will focus on the development of mining experiments and the reliable determination of
microplastic in waters and urban drainage.
Our subsidiary TK Consult AG is constantly supplementing its
portfolio by developing new products and specific models for
customers. The ever-expanding activities of TK Consult include
2D/3D or CFD simulations in groundwater and surface water as
well as calculations relating to hydropower in surges and sinks
or residual water and fish flow. In 2018, the team was further
expanded with highly qualified employees and the company
hardware and software was upgraded.
There are many areas where planning decisions can be improved by the use of hydraulic models. They help to better
protect surface or subterranean water resources or to optimize structures in water stewardship. Therefore, there is still
plenty of scope for more simulation work in cooperation with
HOLINGER and we expect the gratifying development of TK
Consult to continue accordingly.
Strong company image combined with innovative
training and further education concepts
In our HOLINGER Academy, we promote the education and
training of our employees and apprentices. The range of
courses was further expanded and broadened. Thus HOLINGER
offers its employees a full range of personal development
opportunities within the company.
Over the next few years, we will increasingly train and educate
our young engineers and skilled workers at all levels. We support them and show them how their career path and professional career can develop at HOLINGER.
By 2020, HOLINGER wants to be one of the leading engineering companies in Europe not only in terms of technology but
also as an employer. This is necessary in order to develop in the
long term and to retain the best specialists amidst international
competition.
In our recruiting brochure, “Exciting challenges for bright
minds”, we present HOLINGER as an employer, outlining our
differentiators and what we expect from candidates.

FLOOD PROTECTION AND
REVITALIZATION SCHÄFLIBACH
Urdorf (ZH) – For almost ten years, HOLINGER
has been supporting the Urdorf community in
flood protection. The first of three stages of
the Schäflibach flood protection and revitalization project started at the beginning of
2018. Over a section of about 1,1 km, the
brook will have almost twice as much space
as before. Also new is a 60-meter passage
along Kantonsstrasse, two pedestrian and
one street bridge. The work, which cost
around CHF 5 million, was completed at
the end of 2018.
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Sustainability is vital so we don’t just talk, we a
ct too
Our sustainability report published in 2018 shows our own
ecological footprint, our economic performance and our
commitment as an employer. Furthermore, it also shows how
we promote sustainable development and bring about change
through the projects entrusted to us. For us, sustainability
means assuming responsibility for society and the environment
– in our own company and in our projects. In Liestal, we now
have HOLINGER AG’s first electric vehicle – running on our
own photo-voltaic systems.

on wastewater treatment plants. Especially in Germany and
increasingly also in France, there are legal requirements for the
reduction of micropollutants. The process involves a “stakeholder dialogue” on the topic of the “trace substance strategy
of the Confederation” and individual recommendations for
action have to be made. In the state of Baden-Württemberg
alone, 125 sewage treatment plants will probably be affected
resulting in investments of around EUR 1 billion. Something
similar is emerging in the Federal States of Berlin, Hamburg,
Hesse and North Rhine-Westphalia. They will also be proceeding to further eliminate trace impurities.

Events 2018
In addition to our numerous anniversary activities, HOLINGER
had a booth at IFAT in Munich in Spring 2018. This was our
second successful exhibition at the world’s leading trade fair
for environmental technologies. It resulted in many interesting
conversations between our employees, business partners and
customers. Due to the great demand, we plan to attend IFAT
again in 2020.

Another driver for our business in Switzerland and Germany is
the statutory requirement for phosphorus recovery. We assume
this will affect around 26 plants in Germany and three to five
plants in Switzerland.

Well prepared and optimally positioned for the
future
There continues to be a level of competitive and cost pressure
in the planning industry that makes no sense. To prevail in this
market and in future, a good reputation, quality awareness,
motivated employees and a solid client network are vital.
HOLINGER is well positioned in our home markets, thanks to
our comprehensive and diversified service expertise and our
regional roots.
The Energy Strategy 2050 and the Swiss Energy Act are
intended to reduce energy consumption, increase energy
efficiency and promote renewable energies. Switzerland wants
to reduce dependence on imported fossil fuels and strengthen
domestic renewable energy. The entire planning industry will
benefit in the coming years from the investments that are thus
triggered.
Around 100 out of roughly 800 sewage treatment plants in
Switzerland are to be expanded with trace substance elimination stages. The total investments, covering 50% of all municipal wastewater by volume, are expected to be around CHF
1,2 billion. Currently, about 15 plants have been expanded or
are in execution planning. HOLINGER will therefore continue
to benefit from the expansion of wastewater treatment plants
in Switzerland over the next 10 to 15 years. At the same time,
new opportunities are opening up in various EU countries as
a result of the impact of the EU Water Framework Directive
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Furthermore, we assume that there will be yet more internationalization in the planning industry. Project expectations
will rise resulting in greater complexity and the need for more
inter-disciplinary approaches. In this environment, innovative solutions, integrated planning methods such as BIM and
customer-oriented services are in demand. HOLINGER is well
prepared for the market changes and serves a broad range of
customers.
As a group, we will continue to invest in the coming years in
new digital opportunities and technologies as well as in the
quality of our consulting and planning services. The development of HOLINGER will very much depend on our targeted
recruitment activities: We need to continue attracting executives, project managers, project engineers, design engineers
and specialists from various disciplines. The focus is not only
on young talents. We also need to be able to keep benefiting
from the experience and quality of our older employees.
HOLINGER expects solid growth for the year 2019 – both nationally and internationally with a continuation of good earnings. We expect sales to increase to more than CHF 55 million,
moderate headcount growth, and a mid-single-digit percentage increase in cash flow and return on equity.

“Our goal is to develop
intelligent and long-term
solutions.”

Our strategic goals and our future focus are clear, the market
environment is stable, market opportunities are good in the
long term, and our ownership culture is growing. We have
every reason to look to the future with confidence.
Our promise to you
As independent consultants and as the trustees of the interests of our clients, we will continue to do our utmost to be a
competent, trustworthy and reliable partner for you. Our work
depends on trust. Long-term success and good cooperation
with our customers are crucial for us. Today, as we did 85 years
ago, we want to create added value for our customers, our
employees and our company through customer orientation,
innovative and long-term solutions and excellent service.
Thank you very much
We would like to extend our sincere thanks to all the employees who have contributed over the course of 85 years to making the Eduard HOLINGER engineering office what it is today
– a modern, national and international engineering services
company for water and the environment.
Thanks also to our clients, customers, business partners and
suppliers who have accompanied us on our way and who keep
trusting us. We sincerely hope that we can look forward to the
further development of HOLINGER AG over the next 85 years
together.
Liestal, April 2019

Dr. Uwe Sollfrank
President of the
Board of Directors

Peter Rudin
President of the
Executive Board
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INVESTMENTS
The subsidiaries of HOLINGER complement the
services offered by the group with specialized
expertise and work on foreign target markets. Our
international market position was expanded and
cooperation within the group further strengthened.
One way we did this was by consolidating IBG AG,
TK Consult and the HOLINGER Zurich branch at one
location. A review of selected companies in the
group follows.

HOLINGER GROUP

HOLINGER AG
Switzerland

aqua-System AG
Switzerland

HOLINGER SA
Luxembourg

EnerSys Schweiz GmbH
Switzerland

HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH
Germany

ENVILAB AG
Switzerland

WETZEL + PARTNER
Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH*
Germany

IBG AG
Switzerland

HOLINGER International
Consultants GmbH
Switzerland

TK Consult AG
Switzerland

SWISSWATER GmbH*
Switzerland
* minority shareholding
Status April 2019

ENVILAB AG, ZOFINGEN
ENVILAB was able to increase sales in 2018, despite lower
sample volumes than in the previous year. This is primarily
due to the fact that more parameters are now measured per
sample than just a few years ago, which is mainly due to the
number of solid samples, which increased proportionately
in 2018. Thanks to this positive development, the team has
continued to grow.
In this way, customers can continue to rely on the high quality
of ENVILAB and the employees have the capacity to acquire
new projects.
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ENVILAB is accredited as an independent, objective laboratory
that examines different environmental and other samples and
advises customers in analytics.
Important areas of work include construction supervision, for
example in the renovation of shooting ranges, the excavation
and dismantling of industrial ruins or railway infrastructure
projects. ENVILAB also monitors landfills and measures emissions and tests the breakdown of different substances. For
example, during the design of WWTP fourth stages ENVILAB
can assess the efficacy of the ozone process. Thus, this year
the team was able to win over several German wastewater
treatment plants for such ozone test procedures.
The laboratory infrastructure was kept up to date with various
acquisitions of the latest technology: Our new instrument for
liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry (LS-MS / MS)
allows additional investigations into micropollutants in wastewater and surface waters. Furthermore, a new carbon content
analyzer (DOC / TOC analysis) was procured, replacing two
mobile samplers and two lab cupels.
Thanks to state-of-the-art lab technology and additional
employees, ENVILAB AG can continue to offer customers high
value services while we proactively explore new opportunities.
HOLINGER INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANTS GMBH
At the end of 2018, Ulrich Steiner stepped down after ten
years as the managing director of HOLINGER International
Consultants. Thanks to his dedication and vision HOLINGER’s
international business has taken shape and flourished.
His successor is Roland Metzler, who took over at the beginning of 2019. With his many years of international experience
in infrastructure construction, Metzler joined HOLINGER three
years ago and has been managing IBG's business for one and
a half years. Roland Metzler will continue to drive and grow
HOLINGER’s international business.
We intend to use the synergies created by the concentration
of IBG, TK CONSULT and HOLINGER in one location in Zurich
for the acquisition of interesting international projects.
As early as 2018, major projects could be completed. In
August, a sewage treatment plant financed by SECO was inaugurated in Gevgelija, northern Macedonia. HOLINGER prepared
feasibility studies on sewage and sewage sludge utilization for
the Belarusian cities of Grodno, Oshmiany, Novopolotsk and
Pinsk. In Uzbekistan, the focus was on the SECO-funded Syrdarya water supply project. A similar contract for Samarkand
and Bukhara water utilities will be implemented in 2019.

“I am fascinated by overseas projects
and the ingenuity of IBG. I also like
the cooperation within the HOLINGER
Group. It is warm and constructive.”
Thomas Lechner, Project Manager
IBG AG, Zurich
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ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING OF
GROUPE MUTUEL
Sion (VS) – The Groupe Mutuel Foundation has built new offices in Sion for 650
employees and an underground car park
with 200 parking spaces. The basement
floor is located in the area of the groundwater level, which had to be lowered
during construction. The excavation was
secured with sheet pile walls, the concrete
of the basement is waterproof and extremely durable. The building was built of
reinforced and prestressed concrete, the
facade is made of exposed concrete.
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In the three projects in the field of sewage and water supply
in the cities of Kant, Bishkek and Khujand in Central Asia, the
handover of the project management has been initiated by
Ulrich Steiner, thus assuring the continuity of the projects.
HOLINGER INGENIEURE GMBH, GERMANY
MERKLINGEN, DRESDEN, CHEMNITZ, HOHENTENGEN AM
HOCHRHEIN AND TRIER
In 2018, HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH was able to consolidate
and further expand its position in the market. Despite the
tense economic situation, many projects were implemented,
including the process water treatment in Berlin Wassmannsdorf, the building of a new fourth stage for the sewage treatment plant Eriskirch and the new building of the waterworks
Mörscher Wald.
In 2018, HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH was able to convince
many new clients of the know-how and reliability of its employees. At the same time, long-standing customers expressed
their confidence with new projects. A particular advantage
of HOLINGER is that we have specialists from several departments working in house. An international team of German and
Swiss experts has been awarded the contract for the project
"Exhaust air treatment at the sewage treatment plant Dresden
Kaditz". The planning has already started.
Another focus is on holistic considerations and the examination of problems relating to municipal water supply and
wastewater management. The tasks in this area are manifold:
from integrated measures covering water, bridge and road
construction, procedural verifications of sewage treatment
plants in connection with concrete rehabilitation concepts to
the formulation of strategic expansion and conversion goals.
HOLINGER Ingenieure also made strategic decisions during the
year under review. For example, the relocation of the office in
Chemnitz to new, larger offices will allow us to increase our
personnel at this location. In addition, a HOLINGER seminar for
employees, customers and representatives of education and
authorities was held for the first time and the team actively
participated in the joint IFAT booth.
In order to be able to offer even more comprehensive knowledge and solutions from a single source, the office locations
and also the competencies have been strategically expanded.
The goal is also to shorten the response times and better align
responses to the needs of customers. HOLINGER Ingenieure is
confident that these efforts will pay off over the next few years
and that the company will continue its growth course.

IBG AG, ZURICH
In March 2018, IBG AG moved from Volketswil to the new
HOLINGER branch in Zurich. IBG AG expanded its market
position for engineering services with a focus on water supply
all over the world. In the core market in Saudi Arabia, IBG won
further major projects for planning, execution and commissioning. One example is the Shuquaiq project with three pumping stations on a 400 km water transport system. This work
will guarantee capacity utilization for the next two years. In
addition, the "Shoaiba Phase 3" and "New City Feederline"
projects will be put into operation. IBG uses the exchange of
resources within the HOLINGER Group and promotes targeted
synergies. Thanks to the high capacity utilization, the size of
the team doubled. Personnel growth will continue, existing
core markets in drinking water and wastewater will be expanded and new ones developed.
SWISSWATER GMBH, ZURICH
SWISSWATER GmbH can look back on an outstanding year.
The rapid development of China in recent decades poses great
challenges for water protection. The rapid settlement and development of new areas requires a rethink in the field of urban
drainage and the political pressure for rapid improvements
is enormous. Eight HOLINGER and TK CONSULT employees
worked on various projects for 3 to 9 weeks on behalf of
SWISSWATER. At the beginning of the year, SWISSWATER
signed three project contracts with the city of Jinan for technical support in WWTP expansion, sewage sludge treatment
and ecological upgrading and water conservation in rural areas
south of the provincial capital. With these projects, SWISSWATER has succeeded in gaining a foothold in Nanchang – another Chinese provincial capital.
TK CONSULT AG, ZURICH
The merger of the locations of HOLINGER Zurich, IBG AG and
TK CONSULT was an important step towards integration and
exchange as the increased number of joint projects already
shows. TK CONSULT was able to deepen and expand its knowhow in the emerging field of special hydraulics/3D-CFD with
various interesting projects. By supervising two master's
theses, TK CONSULT was able to promote the exchange of
ideas with scientists and further developed existing methods.
To meet upcoming challenges in the field of river morphology,
an expert from the ETH Zurich Research Institute for Hydraulic
Engineering, Hydrology and Glaciology (VAW) has joined the
team. Backed by HOLINGER, TK CONSULT has a solid foundation and was able to increase its market presence, turnover
and portfolio in 2018.
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Development of the business areas
HOLINGER has various specialist business areas that
collaborate together. Our focus is on water-related
engineering services that are supplemented by our
expertise in other disciplines. Our customers thus
benefit from well-thought-out overall solutions
from a single source. The following review and
outlook of selected departments shows the current
developments.
WATER SUPPLY
Our Water Supply business plans, projects and implements infrastructure for public and private water supplies for drinking,
industry and firefighting. These include groundwater intake,
drinking water treatment, pumping stations, reservoirs and
water pipes.
The Water Supply business substantially increased its own
services contribution compared to the previous year to a good
CHF 7 million. In addition, it succeeded in acquiring numerous
projects in the water supply sector, especially abroad. Thus, significantly more orders have been received than in the previous
year and the stock of work has increased.
The seismic safety of infrastructure installations is becoming
increasingly important in Switzerland. A pioneering project
was the construction of two pumping stations with earthquake-proof piping systems.
The solid order situation and the excellent opportunities in the
domestic market of Switzerland and in the foreign target markets also suggest positive developments for the 2019 financial
year.
URBAN DRAINAGE
Wherever people plan and build, you need urban drainage
expertise. To meet modern demands, the topics of hydraulics,
hygiene, water and flood protection must be tackled together. Furthermore as settlement areas grow and the density
of construction rises, there are new challenges for ageing
infrastructure. As a result of these developments, enquiries
in the field of urban drainage increased in 2018 and the own
contributions share increased. It is also gratifying to note that
urban drainage, being a multi-faceted topic, is arousing the
interest of more and more professionals who are being inspired
to enter this field.
Together with Wastewater, HOLINGER’s Urban Drainage
business is continuing to develop integrated network controls
for wastewater associations. Meanwhile, by coupling surface
run-off management with consolidation of urban drainage,
the link to our Construction business is being strengthened. In
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order to meet the requirements of future drainage planning,
the department is also expanding its flexible data management.
WASTEWATER
Our Wastewater business realizes and optimizes wastewater
treatment plants for municipal and industrial customers. In
addition, HOLINGER operates four WWTPs with its own staff in
the Solothurn area. The order volume in wastewater technology increased significantly in 2018 compared to the previous
year.
A major success was the commissioning of the new ozonation
plant for the elimination of micropollutants in the Zurich-Werdhölzli WWTP (670 000 PE). The new purification stage was
created within four years and processes up to 6 500 liters of
wastewater per second. Another milestone was the construction permit and the approval of a loan of CHF 295 million
for the new WWTP Basel (520 000 PE) – the largest project in
HOLINGER's history.
In 2019, in addition to the large-scale WWTP projects in Basel,
Mammern and Wassmannsdorf, there are various projects
for the elimination of micropollutants, for example in the
WWTP of Altenrhein, Flos (Wetzikon), Seeland-South, Furthof
(Buchs-Dällikon), Rapperswil, Birsig, STEP de Vidy (Lausanne),
La-Chaux-de-Fonds and VOG (Ecublens-Friborg) as well as in
Tübingen and Eriskirch.
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
The protection of people and property is the central concern of
our Hydraulic Engineering business. However, HOLINGER also
attaches importance to the natural conditions of rivers. These
demands are taken into account by the interdisciplinary
team that delivers integral and sustainable concepts as well
as specific action plans. In 2018, our Hydraulic Engineering
worked with the Federal Office for the Environment to develop
a standard for the preparation of risk maps. In order to guard
protective structures, sustainable solutions and management
systems are needed. In addition to these special topics, the
business develops projects in hydraulic engineering, water
revitalization and surface runoff.
CONSTRUCTION
Our Construction business is responsible for structural engineering tasks relating to new constructions and extensions in
wastewater treatment and water supply facilities. From the
planning of construction pits to the planning of infrastructure
construction to the maintenance of plants, our construction
professionals realize the process engineering facilities designed

NEW CONSTRUCTION OF THE
"GRAMMET" RESIDENCES
Liestal – As a specialist planner, HOLINGER
planned and realized from 2017 to 2019 the
new "Grammet" residential development
situated between Heidenlochstrasse and the
river Ergolz. It comprises two buildings with
168 apartments and an underground, twostorey garage with space for 198 cars and
422 bicycles that connects the two houses.
The walkable roofs compensate to a certain
extent for the loss of allotment gardens as
a result of the construction.
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by other HOLINGER specialists. Their work also includes supporting structures for buildings and bridges and utility lines,
usually in connection with road renovation. In particular, our
construction specialists supported major projects in the Basel
WWTP and Seeland Süd WWTP. The work reserve remains high
and as more and more customers are looking to build projects
using BIM methods, HOLINGER’s construction experts will
remain busy in 2019.
ENVIRONMENT
Our Environmental business provides a broad range of services that reflect the changing needs of customers and their
regulatory requirements. Thus, besides the traditional topics
of building pollutants, contaminated sites and environmental
compatibility, our environmental experts are now, for example,
conducting assessments of indoor air quality. They also offer
sustainability services – especially for wastewater and private
sector companies that are seeking to reduce their greenhouse
gas emissions. The order reserve increased significantly compared to the previous year, while own contribution increased
by around 5%. The department is now offering its services –
in particular for contaminated sites – in Luxembourg as well.

GEOLOGY
Once again, in 2018, our Geology business required the
knowledge of specialists in geology, hydrogeology and geotechnical engineering. In the classical disciplines, the experts
provide geological and hydrogeological investigations as well
as tailor-made geotechnical solutions. In addition, the department contributes its know-how successfully in remediation
projects, environmental construction and pedological supervision. As a result, own contribution was slightly higher than in
the previous year.
INDUSTRY
In 2018, there were various different triggers for industrial
wastewater projects: significant increases in production output
at individual industrial sites, stricter cleaning standards, the
need to eliminate specific critical substances or higher operational safety requirements. Exhaust air treatment is still a
central topic in industrial wastewater treatment plants. Robust,
efficient and cost-effective methods for treating specific types
of industrial wastewater have been developed in the laboratory
and scaled pilot plants. Once again, it has been shown that the
cooperation between HOLINGER and ENVILAB is of interest to
many customers because plant and analytics planning is carried
out efficiently by the same project team.

Own contribution by business areas

Remaining 6 %

Water Supply 18 %

Environment 7 %

Urban Drainage 19 %

Construction 8 %

Wastewater 31 %

Hydraulic Engineering 11 %

Status March 2019
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“I really appreciate the
variety at HOLINGER.
We have so many different
projects and locations and
I get to collaborate with
colleagues from a wide
variety of specialist areas.
Besides the technical work,
I particularly like conveying
the geological aspects to
customers.”
Christa Feucht, Geologist
HOLINGER AG, Thun
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Project Insights Switzerland
The range of HOLINGER projects is very broad – from earthquake
testing of bridges to the renewal of drinking water reservoirs
and the expansion of WWTPs to treating road runoff or protecting
against floods with renaturation. In 2018, our employees
implemented 1 650 projects. A brief overview is given in the
following examples.

OPERATionS MANAGEMENT
MENDRISIO WWTP
Mendrisio – With the new office in
Ticino, HOLINGER improved its contact
with Italian-speaking customers and was
thus able to win the management mandate for the Mendrisio WWTP (50 000
PE). Together with the "Consorzio Depurazione Acque Mendrisio" (CDAM),
HOLINGER is responsible for the optimal
plant and personnel management, compliance with cantonal water protection
laws, technical improvements and the
reduction of energy consumption.

CONSTRUCTION WITH RISK OF
HAZARD
Thun – The construction of the four
underground parking floors of the Burgstrasse development was a challenge
due to the risk of settlement in the 13 m
deep pit excavated using a diaphragm
wall approach. HOLINGER developed the
geological basis for the work with plate
load tests, ram and oedometer tests in
the lab. With these results, the foundation concept could be optimized so that
subsoil did not settle too much and the
foundation did not bend too much.

HYDROPOWER
IN VERBIER
Bagnes (VS) – In order to produce
more green electricity, the municipality
of Bagnes wants to use its many wild
brooks. So they commissioned various
planning offices to analyze the potential
of the streams for hydroelectric power.
Finally, a hydroelectric power station was
built alongside the Profray treatment
plant. Water intakes were fitted in the
streams, supply pipes and a pressure
pipe were installed and a forebay with a
sand separator system was built.

TALACKER RAIN BASIN
Winterthur – The Talacker subterranean
detention vault is the final storm water
basin being created by the City of Winterthur. It will have a retention volume
of 1 800 m3 and an above-ground operating building. Construction started in
June and lasted until the end of the year.
The excavation pit area was 40 x 25 m
and the floor slab was concreted at a
depth of 7 m. The pit was secured with
a bored pile wall with shotcrete infill and
with mutually stiffened head beams.

FLOOD AND WATER PROTECTION
ON THE BAG AREA
Gebenstorf (AG) – The BAG area is
located at the confluence of two major
Swiss Rivers, the Limmat and the Aare.
Floods and rising groundwater regularly endanger the area. So HOLINGER
is working on a construction project to
address these issues. However, the geological and hydrogeological conditions
are difficult and many parties need to be
involved in the planning of the project
that also includes the construction of
a hall, adjustments to a transformer
station and a new fish pass.

EIA FOR A WOODEN HEATING
WORK
Sarnen (OW) – Before a wood-fired
cogeneration plant can be operated with
waste wood, an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) is compulsory. This is
the case in Sarnen, where the existing
heating system currently uses gas and
oil. The report focused on noise and air
emissions. A noise immission forecast
showed that the legal limits can only be
met with a silencer in the flue pipe.
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“I can work independently
and keep expanding my
technical know-how so this
keeps work exciting. The
good atmosphere helps too.”
Sarah Aellen, Project Engineer
HOLINGER AG, Hünenberg
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“At HOLINGER I was
already able to realize
a wide range of enormously exciting projects.
I am already looking
forward to the coming
challenges.”
Nikolai Putschkoff,
Project Manager Structural Engineering
HOLINGER AG, Liestal
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MERGING WWTPs
GONTENSCHWIL AND REINACH
Canton of Aargau – The Canton of
Aargau studied the feasibility and economic viability of all imaginable WWTP
mergers. The modernizations required
by the Gontenschwil WWTP are not economical, so it will be connected to the
Reinach WWTP in 2019. This will reduce
operating costs by one third while also
improving treatment performance. Parts
of the old WWTP are being reused, and
the 3,7 km long pressure pipeline to
Reinach can be inexpensively constructed using a moleplough.

RENEWAL SPRING AND
RESERVOIR IN WAADT
Vugelles-La Mothe / Giez (VD) –
SAGENORD, the water utility responsible
for North Vaud called on HOLINGER
to renovate the “Les Râpes” pumping
station and groundwater wells and the
"Giez" reservoir. The pumping station in
the new building has a UV sterilization
system, a pumping unit for two times
800 liters per minute and a pressure
of 14 bar. The filter tube was renewed
in the well. The work on the reservoir
Giez had to be carried out without
interruption of the supply.

PILOT STUDY RISK OVERVIEW
Fed. Office FOR ENVIRONMENT
Canton of Glarus – With the revision of
the Water Act, the cantons are required
to make natural hazard risk assessments.
The Federal Office for the Environment
FOEN prepares minimum standards and
guidance. In a pilot study in the Canton
of Glarus, HOLINGER tested the method
for its applicability and quality and compared it with data from a previous risk
analysis for the Canton of Glarus. This
enabled HOLINGER to support the
FOEN in improving and developing the
method.

HIGH-WATER PROTECTION RHINE
VALLEY CANAL
Canton St. Gallen – The Rhine plain
has flooded countless times, causing
considerable damage. Now HOLINGER
has taken on construction work on the
Rhine Valley Inland Canal (RBK). This
large regional hydraulic engineering
project will allow water to be retained
or released as needed – thus improving
the flood resilience along the RBK. The
requirements are demanding: The subsoil
is poor, the hydrology complex and many
stakeholders involved.

ECOLOGICAL FILLS on the banks
of the RHINE in KLEINBASEL
Basel – The banks of the Rhine in
Kleinbasel were redesigned between
Schwarzwald bridge and Wettstein
bridge with gravel produced during the
correction of the navigation channel.
Thanks to the ecological enhancement, the shore now offers spawning
grounds for fish, and recreation space
for sun-hungry Baslers. Solid structures
prevent erosion, and wood fascines and
pastures complement the planting of the
banks. The Civil Engineering Office of
Basel-City commissioned HOLINGER with
the project and the performance review.

NEW CONSTRUCTION CHURCH
COMMUNITY CENTER
Böckten (BL) – The Chrischona Church
commissioned HOLINGER to create a
cost-optimized structural concept for the
new parish center and to provide professional support during the project. The
structure of the building will be a mixed
construction. Wood and steel construction account for 80% of the building
fabric. The construction costs around
five million francs.
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COARSE MATTER REMOVAL
CAPACITY INCREASED
Dübendorf – Before entering the
digestor, fresh sludge is filtered in a
strainpress to remove all coarse matter.
At the Neugut WWTP, this used to be
a single stream process. Now, a second
unit has been added in a new part of
the building located above the rainwater
basin. A discharge screw separates the
solid material from the wastewater
and conveys it along the strainer to an
odor-sealed waste bin, which is regularly
emptied into an incinerator.

MINERAL SEALING DEPONIE
HÄLDELI
Emmenbrücke (LU) – Swiss Steel AG
operates an inert material landfill
for specific operational waste on its
premises in Emmenbrücke that was
expanded in 2018. In a first step, a total
of 75 000 m3 of terrain was excavated.
This was followed by the installation of
the drainage facilities and the mineral
sealing layer. In order to meet the high
sealing standards, a total of about
9 500 m3 of sealing material were
prepared and installed.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT
HAGENHOLZ
Zurich – Since March 2018, a new
drainage system has been implemented
in the waste incineration plant
Hagenholz in Zurich. The concept
planned by HOLINGER envisages the
separation of clean roof water from
contaminated surface water. Now, the
surface water is cleaned in a street
wastewater treatment process with a
settling tank and two-layer sand filter.
A pumping station and new rainwater
pipes are also being built.

GEP measures in Val-de-Ruz
Chézard-Saint-Martin (NE) – The
municipality of Val-de-Ruz is implementing various GEP measures with
HOLINGER as part of the renewal of
the cantonal road in the village of
Chézard-Saint-Martin. The work includes
switching to a separation system in the
Grand'Rue and the replacement of a
mixed water line with capacity increase.
The works extend over a length of
1,5 km, with 25 to 63 cm diameter
drains.

EARTHQUAKE REVIEW OF
BRIDGES IN SCHWYZ
Schwyz – Most of the bridges on the
canton road network of the canton of
Schwyz were built in accordance with
out-of-date norms. Therefore the majority of these bridges do not meet today's
seismic safety standards. The first step to
address this situation was taken in 2015
when we conducted rough checks of all
bridges. Then, in 2017 and 2018, detailed investigations were made into the
seismic safety of four bridges each year.

MONITORING THE WATER TABLE
Interlaken (BE) – A new residential
development is being built on the
Herreney island of the Aare for which
flood protection measures are necessary.
Changes to the banks of the Aare River
may affect the separation between the
river water and ground water.
HOLINGER has installed six data loggers
in the area, with which the engineers
can monitor whether the work on the
flood protection project has an influence
on the lowering of groundwater.
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“I like the variety in my education
and appreciate that I can take a lot of
responsibility in drawing the plans.”
Gian Rohrer, Second-year Apprentice, Federal Certified
Draughtsman,
HOLINGER AG, Bern
Annual Report HOLINGER AG 2018
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Projects review WORLDWIDE
The know-how of HOLINGER in the areas of wastewater, urban
drainage and drinking water supply is also increasingly in demand
abroad. Besides European countries, the target markets are mainly
in Central Asia, the Middle East, China and the Balkan countries.

SUSTAINABLE WATER SUPPLY OF
A WHOLE PROVINCE
Uzbekistan – Since August 2018,
HOLINGER has been advising the water
supply company in Syrdary, a province
with 800 000 inhabitants. To operate the
water supply economically and sustainably. Measures are planned for operation
and maintenance, finances, network infrastructure and water loss management.
Besides upgrading the IT infrastructure,
a business plan has to be written and a
management information system for the
water supply introduced. We are also
providing the relevant training.

NEW WASTE MANAGEMENT
MACEDONIAN BORDER AREA
N. Macedonia – In 2009, SECO commissioned HOLINGER with a feasibility study
for WWTP in Gevgelija on the Greek
border. Prior to the first planning steps,
a trilateral agreement was concluded
under the direction of SECO with North
Macedonia and Greece. After a long
period of planning and construction,
the plant was handed over to the local
authorities in 2018. In addition to the
technical work, HOLINGER also took
over the consulting, communication and
training tasks.

STRATEGIC WATER RESERVOIRS
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Saudi Arabia – On behalf of a Saudi
general contractor, the HOLINGER subsidiary IBG AG is planning and building
the strategic water reservoir systems
for the cities of Makkah and Taif.
17 cylindrical steel tanks with a diameter of 106 m and a unit capacity of
170 000 m3 will be realized. Thus, the
cities have an additional water volume
of 2,9 million m3. Because of their size,
the facilities had to be located in the
mountains and enormous earthworks
were necessary.

EXECUTION WASSMANNSDORF
WWTP
Germany – The Wassmannsdorf WWTP
in Berlin will be expanded up to 2,1 million population equivalents in two
stages. HOLINGER is responsible for
part of the process water treatment. In
April 2018, we also began the structural
work. The technical installation will begin in autumn 2019. The plant will
be commissioned in stages. Currently
all measures are on schedule and within
the agreed budget limits.

PROVISIONAL CENTRATE
DENITRIFICATION
Luxembourg – Since December 2017,
a provisional solution is relieving the
burden on the biological stages of the
WWTP Beggen in Luxembourg. Until
the new anammox process is put into
operation in the summer of 2019, the
centrate from sludge dewatering is
being treated in a converted rainwater
basin using a SHARON flow process. This
was designed for a centrate volume of
225 m³ per day and a degradation rate
of 90%.

ENERGY FROM SLUDGE
China – On behalf of our subsidiary
SWISSWATER, HOLINGER has been advising the provincial capital Jinan on the
subject of water protection. Together
with the local engineers we prepared a
master plan for the disposal of municipal sewage sludge. With the proposed
solutions, the energy in sewage sludge
should be used optimally and unnecessary transport should be avoided. At
the same time, the very limited space
available on the facilities had to be
considered.
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35 NEW WATER SPRINGS FOR
BISHKEK
Kyrgyzstan – In Bishek, the Kyrgyz
capital, HOLINGER built 35 groundwater
wells whose depths ranged from 160 to
180 m. They provide up to 135 000 m3 of
additional drinking water per day for the
population. The project was supervised
from Switzerland, three Kyrgyz staff took
over coordination and construction management on site. The project has been
funded by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the State
Secretariat for Economic Affairs SECO.
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Strong positioning as an employer
By 2020, HOLINGER wants to be among the twenty
leading engineering companies in Europe not only
technologically, but also as an employer. This will
ensure that we can continue to develop in the long
term and compete for the best professionals.

intensively on this in 2019. In various workshops, executives
and employees will jointly develop and implement individual
measures.

To achieve this goal, we rely on high employee satisfaction and
a strong corporate image, combined with innovative personnel
concepts and attractive working conditions. We see the demographic change and the change in values as an opportunity.
We are also actively addressing the implications of digitization
for our jobs and work processes, and are developing measures
to capitalize on these developments.

Keeping employees
To incentivize employees to stay with the company in the long
term, HOLINGER offers a financial stake in the share capital.
Further measures include a comprehensive health care program and special welfare offers. HOLINGER gives employees
development opportunities in the company in which they can
reconcile personal and professional goals. It is important that
career and further education efforts are better aligned with
individual requirements and phases of life.

Demography and growth as a challenge
In 2017, the average age of employees of the HOLINGER
Group was 39 years. Over 16 percent of them were over
55 years. Due to retirements in coming years and the growth
of the group, HOLINGER has to hire an average of 30 to 50
new employees per year in Germany, Luxembourg and Switzerland. In addition, new jobs will be created internationally due
to growth.

Promote group-wide knowledge transfer
We promote self-responsibility, independence and welcome
innovative solutions within the projects. Dialog and the transfer of technical know-how must take place regionally and
across borders, in order to guarantee high quality projects
independent of the country or location. Mistakes can happen
everywhere; we are determined to avoid them, or handle them
properly and to keep improving whatever happens.

Strengthening personnel recruitment
To meet these challenges, the HOLINGER Group has modernized and strengthened its targeted recruitment activities. One
example is our "An engineering company unlike any other"
campaign that we ran in specialist media. There was also an
increase in recruitment on the Internet, on staff platforms and
at information events for students and skilled workers.

Ready for the future
Decisive factors to secure our knowledge and successfully lead
the HOLINGER Group into the future are strategic personnel
planning and recruitment, targeted personnel development,
attractive working conditions, a good corporate culture, an
intensive transfer of know-how and close cooperation within
the group. The decisive factor is that we actively shape the
working environment in the HOLINGER Group, integrate new
forms of work and the requirements of young talents and
modern society.

Profitable age mix
The focus is not only on attracting young talents. We are
equally concerned with developing concepts to keep older employees with all their experience and qualities in the company.
We are convinced that mixed teams are enriching for young
and old as they promote the healthy sharing of strengths that
vary with age – some are better at using the latest technologies or have better IT skills, while others have many precious
years of experience.
Maintain corporate culture
Our values include a corporate culture characterized by mutual trust, practical partnership, appreciation and teamwork,
as well as supportive leadership. In order to actively live these
values, HOLINGER regularly initiates Group-wide projects and
carries out an employee survey every two years. The participation rate in our most recent survey in 2018 was once again
gratifyingly high. It provides a sound basis for concrete improvements and change measures. All business units will work
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Another important factor is good networking within the
HOLINGER Group. We already have around 30 locations
(Switzerland, Germany and Luxembourg). In addition, international business activities will continue to grow. This represents a challenge for our employees: Each and every one of
us must be increasingly flexible and willing to work in teams
across borders on behalf of our national and international
clients.

“It's important to me to help
young colleagues with their
careers and not only to pass on
specialist knowledge, but also
to set an example of living
by values. Honesty and
authenticity are the
basis for this.”
Markus Langenbacher,
Business Unit Construction Technology
HOLINGER AG, Winterthur
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Organigramm
HOLINGER AG
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dr. Uwe Sollfrank (President), Charles Bélaz, Franziska Habegger,
Stephan Künzler, Jürg Meyer, Alexander J. B. Zehnder

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Peter Rudin (CEO), Richard Brunner, Beat Gfeller,
Werner Kalunder, Stephan Künzler, Jürg Meyer, Pius Neff

FINANCE AND
CONTROLLING

HUMAN RESOURCES

QUALITYMANAGEMENT

ICT

Andrea Birkhofer

Franziska Habegger

Sonja Trappe

Ismaele Giunca

TECHNOLOGY

WESTERN
SWITZERLAND

BERNE/MITTELLAND

Werner Kalunder

Beat Gfeller

WATER SUPPLY

LAUSANNE BRANCH

BERNE BRANCH

LIESTAL BRANCH

Dr. Marc Huber (Head)
Simon Streit

Jürg Schweizer (Director)
Didier Rubin

Beat Gfeller (Director)
Dr. Manfred Tschui
Elias Winz

Richard Brunner (Director)
Dr. Michael Thomann
Martin Anderson

URBAN DRAINAGE

SION BRANCH

THUN BRANCH

René Brodmann (Head)
Reto Flury

Claude Raymond Dubuis (Director)

Thomas Zürcher (Director)

WASTEWATER

MARTIGNY OFFICE

OLTEN OFFICE

BASEL OFFICE
FRICK OFFICE

AARGAU/CENTRAL
SWITZERLAND/TESSIN

ZURICH/EASTERN
SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL

Pius Neff

Dr. Uwe Sollfrank

BADEN BRANCH

ZURICH BRANCH

HOLINGER IC, Switzerland

Gian A. Levy (Director)

Philipp Derungs (Director)
Markus Rosenberg

Roland Metzler (Director)

LUCERNE BRANCH

WINTERTHUR BRANCH

Markus Flory (Director)

Daniela Nussle (Director)

Timo Dittrich (Director)
Dr. Uwe Sollfrank
Dr. Matthias Ring
Dr. Martin Wett
Lutwin Gläsener

HÜNENBERG OFFICE
KÜSSNACHT OFFICE
MENDRISIO OFFICE

CHUR OFFICE
FRAUENFELD OFFICE
KÜSNACHT OFFICE
STALLIKON OFFICE

HOLINGER SA, Luxembourg

Dr. Michael Thomann (Head)
David Salzgeber
Dr. Michael Mattle

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
Sandro Ritler (Head)
Jörn Heilig

CONSTRUCTION

Jürg Meyer

Jürg Michel (Head)
Jürg Wälti

ENVIRONMENT/GEOLOGY
Philip Küttel (Head)
Kai-Uwe Schneemann

Status April 2019

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECT TEAMS
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NORTHWESTERN
SWITZERLAND
Richard Brunner

HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH,
Germany

Lutwin Gläsener (Director)

MIGROL DECOMISSIONING A STORAGE
TANK SITE
Eglisau – Migrol remediated an underground
tank farm in Eglisau, removing more than
200 large steel and concrete tanks. Eberhard AG
was commissioned fo the work. HOLINGER
supported the client in the approval process
and implementation. The approval was granted
quickly and a mutually acceptable solution
was negotiated for dealing with the significant
contamination of concrete and subsoil. All tanks
were demolished in 2018 and now the area is
designed as a nature reserve.
Annual Report HOLINGER AG 2018
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Facts and figures
Holinger AG
GROWTH OF shareholders’ equity and share value
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Net profit
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Shareholder‘s
equity [TCHF]

The proposed dividend of CHF 4,50 and CHF 0,45 per share corresponds to a gross yield of 9,4 %.
The share value after dividend distribution amounts to CHF 48,05 and CHF 4,81, respectively.
Financial statement

+13,9 % 24,6
+17,3 % 27,8
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+10,6 %

35

34,5
+14,5 %

38,8
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+18,3 % 21,3
+18,8 % 24,6
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–75,0 %
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1,0

5

Holinger GRouPE

+4,2 % 10,0
+6,9 % 10,9

10

Total assets

Current assets

Investments

Capital stock

Equity capital

SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL
RENOVATION
Cernier (NE) – On behalf of the municipality
of Val-de-Ruz, as general planner and site
manager, HOLINGER renovated the school
swimming pool "La Fontenelle". Now the students are swimming in a stainless steel basin
with a new lifting floor. The water treatment
plant has been completely renewed and the
disinfectant is now produced on site. Thanks
to a new insulation in the pool, a lot of energy will be saved during future operations.
Safety and hygienic conditions have also been
improved.
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Key figures

HOLINGER AG

HOLINGER Groupe

385

+51

448

+52

31.12.2018
[Mio. CHF]

Change from
previous year

31.12.2018
[Mio. CHF]

Change from
previous year

Total sales

47,0

+6,8 %

52,7

+3,7 %

Own services

42,8

+8,6 %

48,5

+9,0 %

2,7

0,0 %

3,1

+3,3 %

Order intake

53,0

+37,3 %

56,7

+29,8 %

Order book

49,8

+41,1 %

53,1

+34,8 %

Number of employees

Cash Flow

Holinger AG
Employee figures
HOLINGER AG
2018

2017

Number of employees

385

334

448

396

Female employees

113

80

141

106

University degrees (BSc, MSc, PhD)

248

230

290

270

Certified engineers and technicians

28

12

37

16

Employees with professional education

53

42

58

56

Administration, IT staff

33

30

40

34

Apprentices

23

20

23

20

Fluctuation of employees [%]

9,9

8,4

8,2

7,3

Training days per employee (incl. in-firm training of apprentices)

11,1

11,9

10,2

11,9

Average absence due to illness or to accident per employee
[hours]

38,5

52,3

48,8

67,2

6,7

7,7

6,8

7,6

Average years with the firm [years]
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HOLINGER Groupe
2018

2017

Profit and loss account
HOLINGER AG

HOLINGER Groupe

2018
[TCHF]

2017
[TCHF]

2018
[TCHF]

2017
[TCHF]

Operating income

46 993

43 990

52 731

50 225

Net income		

46 866

43 735

52 298

49 636

Own services		

42 828

39 372

48 452

44 533

Personnel costs

35 033

32 486

39 217

36 172

Operating costs

4 940

4 142

6 044

5 078

Cash Flow		

2 666

2 742

3 123

2 992

Profit for the year

1 209

1 311

1 672

1 556

		
		

The rounded figures are an excerpt from the annual accounts 2018 of HOLINGER AG which was
audited and approved unconditionally by the auditors of BDO, Liestal, in their report of
February 28, 2019.

Balance sheet · Assets

HOLINGER AG

HOLINGER Groupe

31.12.2018
[TCHF]

31.12.2017
[TCHF]

31.12.2018
[TCHF]

31.12.2017
[TCHF]

Current assets		

21 330

17 993

24 586

20 760

Non-current assets

13 136

13 159

14 173

13 183

Total assets		

34 466

31 152

38 759

33 943

		
		

		
Balance sheet · Liabilities
HOLINGER AG
		
		

HOLINGER Groupe

31.12.2018
[TCHF]

31.12.2017
[TCHF]

31.12.2018
[TCHF]

31.12.2017
[TCHF]

Short-term liabilities

12 375

9 588

15 131

11 369

Long-term liabilities

12 236

11 986

12 697

12 396

Liabilities

24 611

21 574

27 828

23 765

380

380

380

380

Statutory reserves

4 822

4 822

4 535

4 535

Retained earnings

4 786

4 427

6 016

5 263

Shareholders‘ equity

9 855

9 578

10 931

10 178

34 466

31 152

38 759

33 943

Share capital

Total liabilities

Annual Report HOLINGER AG 2018
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Total sales

Own services
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Order intake (own services)

2015

2016
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2018

Order book (own services)
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2015

2016

2017

2018

2015

2016

2017

2018

NEW CHAMBERS IN THE “Auf Berg”
RESERVOIR
Liestal - In spring 2018, the water reservoir
"Auf Berg" in Liestal opened two new
chambers each with a volume of 800 m3.
The existing reservoir chamber was only
rehabilitated after the new construction was
completed. This ensured the continuity of
drinking water supply to the middle zone – an
area that includes the HOLINGER location in
Liestal. This office accompanied the project
from planning to commissioning. At the end
of 2018, the surrounding works were also
largely completed.
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LOCATIONS
SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL

HOLINGER AG
CH-5405 Baden
CH-4054 Basel
CH-3000 Berne 31
CH-7000 Chur
CH-1024 Ecublens (Lausanne)
CH-8500 Frauenfeld
CH-5070 Frick
CH-6331 Hünenberg (Zug)
CH-8700 Küsnacht (Zürich)
CH-6403 Küssnacht (Schwyz)
CH-4410 Liestal
CH-6005 Lucerne
CH-1920 Martigny
CH-6850 Mendrisio
CH-4601 Olten
CH-1950 Sion
CH-8143 Stallikon
CH-3600 Thun
CH-8405 Winterthur
CH-8005 Zurich

HOLINGER International
Consultants GmbH
CH-4410 Liestal

SUBSIDIARIES

CONTACT

aqua-System AG
CH-8405 Winterthur

For all HOLINGER and subsidiary contact information
please visit our homepage: www.holinger.com

HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH
D-10117 Berlin
D-09116 Chemnitz
D-01309 Dresden
D-22087 Hamburg
D-79801 Hohentengen a. Hrh.
D-89188 Merklingen
D-54296 Trier
HOLINGER SA Luxembourg
L-5485 Wormeldange-Haute
WETZEL + PARTNER
Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH
D-47447 Moers

EnerSys Schweiz GmbH
CH-4410 Liestal
ENVILAB AG
CH-4800 Zofingen
IBG AG
CH-8005 Zurich
SWISSWATER GmbH
CH-8005 Zurich
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TK Consult AG
CH-8005 Zurich
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